Saga University Overseas Homecoming Day was held in Jakarta, Indonesia on February 16, 2019

Saga University Overseas Homecoming Day in Jakarta

Date and time: Saturday, February 16, 2019  14:00-16:00
Venue: Sapphire Room, Hotel Kristal, Jakarta, Indonesia

---

Program

(Honorific titles are omitted.)

〇 Opening address  President, Saga University  Kohji MIYAZAKI

〇 Address from the guest  First Secretary, Embassy of Japan in Indonesia  Keiichi YAMAGUCHI
Toasts  Rector, Islamic University of Riau  SYAFRINALDI, S.H., MCL

Saga University, Now and in the future  Director and Vice President  Noriyoshi TERAMOTO

Launch of the Indonesian Alumni Association of Saga University  Address (from two persons)
Professor, Gadjah Mada University  SUSAMTO SOMOWIYARJO
Manager, Yamaha Musical Products  INDRA NUGRAHA ABDULLAH

Delegation of Saga University Special Envoy  Conferrer: President, Saga University  Kohji MIYAZAKI
Special Envoy:
Professor, Gadjah Mada University  SUSAMTO SOMOWIYARJO
Manager, Yamaha Musical Products  INDRA NUGRAHA ABDULLAH
Introduction of alumni

Closing Address  
Vice Rector for Innovation, Business and Entrepreneurship  
Bogor Agricultural University  
ERIKA BUDIARTI LACONI

MC: Norio YOSHIDA (Manager, International Affairs Division, Saga University)  
Interpreter: Eka Cahyadi and Devi Wardhani Paramesywari (Saga University Alumni)